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Abstract— In a setting that lacks infrastructure e.g., urban
search and rescue, a team of networked mobile robots can
provide a communication substrate by acting as routers in a
wireless mesh network. We study the problem of determining
the minimum number of robots, and how to position them, so
that all clients using the resulting robotic network are connected
and all network links satisfy minimum rate requirements.
The key challenge we address is that in an environment with
obstacles the strength of a wireless link is a non-monotonic
function of the distance between the link end-points. Our
approach to the problem is based on virtual potential fields.
Clients and environmental obstacles are modeled as virtual
charged particles exerting virtual forces on the robots. We
validate our algorithm with physical robots in an indoor
environment and demonstrate that we are able to get feasible
solutions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With advances in processor, sensing, actuation, and radio
technology, it is possible to put together interesting systems
using off-the-shelf components. A good example is a robot
with navigation capabilities, and an on-board processor with
wireless communication capabilities. Among its many uses,
such robots can be used as a routers in a mobile wireless
mesh network. In such a network, a team of robotic routers
can provide a communication substrate for a collection of
clients.
Such a mobile wireless mesh network might find application in various settings which are either without infrastructure
or infrastructure-impoverished e.g., military operations, urban search and rescue, disaster response and fire-fighting [1].
In this paper, we consider a specific problem that arises
naturally in such settings: how and where to deploy a
wireless robotic-router based backbone to ensure pairwise
connectivity between a given set of clients.
Our work focuses on highly-obstructed environments.

deploys into a given environment, guided by attractive and
repulsive forces in a potential field, thus forming a wireless
mesh network. We define an attractive force between each
client and each robot, where the force is derived from an
indoor radio propagation model. The attractive forces are
designed to ensure that the mother ship robots converge to
the point where the maximum wireless signal attenuation
from each client to the mother ship robots is minimized. To
our knowledge, this is a novel use of potential fields, which
have previously been based on physical distance. Repulsive
forces are used for obstacle avoidance and to avoid local
minima. As each mother ship moves, it deploys robots along
the way in order to maintain the following invariant: there
must exist a connected multi-hop path from each mother ship
to the client where it started from. Robot deployment uses
a feature of the 802.11a/b/g/n standard, which specifies the
minimum radio signal required to establish a link of a given
rate. Eventually, the mother ships converge at the point of
lowest potential, ensuring that each client is connected to
every other client at the specified link rate.
We validate and evaluate PFWD using simulation and
experimentation. We present an experimental validation of
PFWD in realistic scenario and measure an important network metric: minimum TCP flow between clients.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
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Contributions. To overcome this challenge, we develop an
algorithm called Potential Field-based Wireless Backbone
Deployment (or, PFWD, for short). In PFWD, a team of
mother ship robots, each starting from one of the clients,
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Input: Given C clients, their positions, a map E of the
environment, and a performance specification in the form
of a minimum data link rate constraint of D Mbps.
The environment map E includes a complete floorplan,
with obstacles. The obstacles specify where it is not possible
to deploy robots. Some obstacles (e.g., walls) might also
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affect radio propagation. Modern wireless standards operate
at different transfer rates or speeds. For example, the popular
802.11a standard can operate at 8 different rates, ranging
from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps. The highest rate at which a
wireless link between two nodes can operate depends upon
their distance (among other factors): intuitively, the closer
the nodes are, the higher their achievable operating rate.
Objective: Deploy the minimum number of mobile robots to
form a (possibly) multi-hop wireless backbone that ensures
connectivity between each pair of clients, while ensuring
that each wireless link can operate at least D Mbps, and
without violating restrictions imposed by the environment
(e.g., robots cannot be placed in occupied areas).
Our problem specification requires that, in the resulting
network backbone, the minimum rate at which each link in
the network must operate is D Mbps.
Output: The position pri for each robot ri in the environment
E. Figure 1 shows an instance of the problem, and a viable
solution. The map E contains obstacles and walls. Clients
are represented by laptops, and robots by an image of the
iRobot Create. The position of the robots is the output of
the algorithm. The black lines show the links in the network
backbone. Each client can connect to at least one robot;
between each pair of clients, there exists a multi-hop network
path. Observe that some inter-robot links traverse walls
and other obstacles: while robot placement is constrained
by walls and obstacles, inter-robot communication is not.
Indeed, this last point indicates why this problem is very
challenging.
III. S OLUTION OVERVIEW
In this section, we present an overview of our approach. As
discussed in Section II, radio propagation in obstructed environments forms a non-metric space (e.g., the triangle equality
does not hold for radio signal strength in an environment with
obstacles). To understand this better, we first describe models
of radio propagation both in free-space and in the presence
of obstacles, and then explain how radio propagation in the
presence of obstacles forms a non-metric space.
We have designed an algorithm called Potential Fieldbased Wireless Backbone Deployment (or, PFWD, for short).
This algorithm uses virtual potential fields. Potential Fields
provide virtual forces similar to an electric field. They
provide attractive and repulsive virtual forces to cause robots
to move from a high potential state to a low potential state
similar to the way in which a charged particle would move
in an electrostatic field.
We use potential fields in two ways. First, an attractive
force determined by the radio propagation model guides
robot placement to ensure connectivity. This is a departure
from previous work, which has used physical distance to set
the attractive force. Second, we use repulsive forces in the
potential field for obstacle avoidance, a more traditional use
of potential fields.
Finally, to guarantee the data rate constraint, we use a
feature of the 802.11a wireless standard specification. This
standard specifies the minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

required to decode transmissions, at each allowable data rate.
PFWD leverages this in a novel manner as follows: It uses
an indoor radio propagation model to predict SNR between
robots or between a robot and a client, and guides the
deployment of robots such that the SNR between backbone
links is sufficient to ensure the data-rate constraint.
A. Radio Model
While wireless propagation is known to be hard to characterize in general, there has been a significant line of research
attempting to fit models to radio propagation characteristics
observed in different environments [2], [3]. The attenuation
factor (AF) model [2] is a commonly-used radio propagation
model for indoor environments. It is an in-building sitespecific propagation model that includes the effect of building materials and building structures.
This model decomposes the path loss into three factors:
attenuations from propagation through an office or hallway,
propagation through a wall, and propagation through a floor.
Specifically, the model is described by an equation that
calculates the multiplicative factor PL(d) by which signal
power is attenuated (hence the attenuation factor or AF
model) between a transmitter and a receiver whose physical
distance is d. The model is approximate, since it models
only the direct (or primary) path between transmitter and
receiver, and not any reflected paths. As such, it does
not incorporate multi-path fading: in prior work, we have
discussed techniques to improve network throughput using
robotic motion to mitigate multi-path fading [4]. The AF
model is reported [2] to provide loss within 4dB of the actual
path loss.
According to the AF model, PL(d) is given by:
 
d
PL(d) = PL(d0 ) + 10nlog
+ W L ∗ w + FAF( f ) (1)
d0
where n is the path loss exponent and indicates the rate
at which the attenuation increases with distance. d0 is a
reference distance. The variable W L represents attenuation
through a single wall, and the term W L ∗ w represents the attenuation factor for communication traversing w walls. (This
is a simplified model: in practice, because of material and
construction differences, different walls have different attenuation factors, which we discuss later). FAF is a function that
represents a floor attenuation factor for a specified number
f of floors; generally, FAF is monotonically increasing.
An important component of this model is the increasing
attenuation as a function of distance: in general, the wireless
signal attenuates logarithmically with distance. Moreover,
note that the model has several parameters, which need to
be empirically measured for a given environment E: the
path loss exponent n, and, the attenuation factor W (or more
generally, an attenuation factor Wl for each distinct wall type
l). In lieu of measurement, one can obtain nominal values
for these parameters from standard texts [2].
B. Attenuation in the Presence of Walls
In unobstructed environments (i.e., in the absences of
walls/floors), the attenuation factor satisfies the triangle inequality (or, equivalently, defines a metric space). To see
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why this is so, consider two points x and z and two rays:
one directly from x to z and another reflected from a point
y (Figure 2). In the absence of walls, the attenuation of the
reflected ray will always be higher than that of the direct ray.
However, if there is a wall between x and z, the direct ray
may be attenuated more than the reflected ray, depending on
the value of W , resulting in a non-metric space.
X

Z

Y

Fig. 2. Triangle inequality does
not hold for path loss

Fig. 3.
The space partition of
wireless signals might result in disjointed cells

Previous work on robotic deployment has assumed that
wireless attenuation is a metric space (i.e., they have ignored
walls and obstacles), and these solutions do not generalize
to our setting. To understand this, consider Figure 3 which
depicts two wireless transmitters and the result of applying
a Voronoi space partition based on the attenuation factor.
In the presence of the wall, the Voronoi cells might not be
convex and might result in disjoint cells, as shown in the
figure. Prior work has deployed robots at the centroid of
each Voronoi cell, but, in our example, this centroid may
not even fall within the cell! For this reason, PFWD uses a
qualitatively different approach, based on iterative potential
fields.
IV. T HE PFWD A LGORITHM
In this section, we describe the PFWD algorithm. The
algorithm takes as input pc j , the position of client j for 1 <=
j <= m, an environment map E, and a data rate constraint
D. The outputs are the N robot positions pri .
As discussed below, PFWD is an iterative potential fieldbased approach. In PFWD, a robotic mother ship is initially
co-located with each client. m clients imply that our algorithm uses m mother ships. Each mother ship is then guided
by the potential field towards the minimum energy position
(we describe the choice of the forces, and the minimum
energy position below). As each mother ship moves, it
continuously evaluates whether it needs to deploy a robot1
ri (a node in the wireless backbone): if so, it marks the
current position as one of the outputs pri . Thus, PFWD
has two components: the attractive and repulsive forces that
define the potential fields, and the deployment algorithm that
determines when robots are deployed by mother ships. We
discuss each component in turn.
A. Potential Fields in PFWD
Potential Fields are used to represent goals and constraints.
In PFWD, they provide virtual forces to guide the mother
1 For the purposes of this paper, the deployed object need not be a
robot, but can be a wireless router. However, we envision [4] that the
deployed wireless backbone will need to be iteratively repositioned, using
local motions in order to mitigate fading due to multi-path effects.

ships to move from a high potential state (near each client)
to a low potential state similar to the way in which a charged
particle would move in an electrostatic field. The design of
these forces in order to achieve the deployment objective is
a novel contribution of this paper.
In PFWD, there are two kinds of forces. The first, Fclient ,
is an attractive force defined between each mother ship and
every client, and causes the mother ships to converge to a
low potential state. The second, Fobstacle causes mother ship
robots to be repelled by obstacles. By using a combination
of these forces each robot minimizes its energy by moving
to a “rendezvous” point, trying to minimize the travelled
distance while avoiding obstacles. Mathematically, the forces
are expressed as follows. Consider a network of M mother
ships < s1 , s2 , · · · , sm > and M clients < c1 , c2 , · · · , cm >. Let
the position of the j-th client be denoted by pc j and that of
the i-th mother ship, at any instant, by psi . For position pi ,
we use (xi , yi ) to denote its coordinates on a 2-D plane.
A force has two components: an orientation and a magnitude. For a mother ship robots i and a client j, the orientation
of the force is given by equation 2.
θ = atan2(y j − yi , x j − xi )
(2)
The function atan2 is a variant of the trigonometric arctangent function, but accounts for the quadrant in which θ
lies.
For a mother ship si and a client c j , the magnitude of the
force is given by:


di, j
+W L∗w+FAF( f ))
Fclient = Kclient ∗(PL(d0 )+10nlog
d0
(3)
where di, j is the distance between si and c j , w is the number
of walls and f the number of floors between si and c j , and
Kclient is a force constant, and other terms are as defined
in 1. Thus, the attractive force is proportional to the signal
attenuation (even in the presence of obstacles): collectively,
these attractive forces ensure that each mother ship moves
to a point where the maximum path loss between a mother
ship and every other client is minimized.
PFWD also defines repulsive forces between mother ship
and obstacles. Obstacles represent 2 dimensional objects
within which no robots can be deployed. The repulsive forces
ensure obstacle avoidance. However, a repulsive force alone
may result in a local minimum for concave objects [5], so
we also include a tangential force that moves the mother ship
along the side of the object.
Thus, between each mother ship and an obstacle o, we
define a force F(i, o) that consists of two components: a
repulsive force that is perpendicular to the obstacle and a
tangential force to avoid local minima.
We make one subtle distinction between obstacles and
walls. In our model, walls are 1D objects which merely
attenuate wireless signals, but can be navigated around by
a robot. Since PFWD is designed as an off-line tool to
determine positions of robot deployment, we let mother
ships pass through walls following radio propagation. If we
were using PFWD online for deployment we would have to
fix this with a navigation algorithm that causes the robot
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to navigate around the wall. Finally, we note that there
is no force between the mother ship robots. The second
component of PFWD ensures inter-robot placement distance,
as described below.
Thus, mother ship robot i will experience a net force of
(4)
Fi = ∑ F(i, j) +
∑ F(i, o)
∀ clients j

∀ obstacles o

Following basic physics, the equation of motion for node i
is:


Fi − ν ẋi
ẍi (t) =
(5)
m
where ẍ denotes the acceleration of the robot, m is the virtual
mass of the robot which is assumed to be 1, and ẋi is the
robot velocity. The second term on the right hand side of
this equation has a viscous friction term in which ν is the
viscosity coefficient. The viscous friction is a damping factor
that has the effect of removing energy from the system: the
total energy decreases monotonically over time, and since the
potential energy of the system is bounded, this ensures that
the system will ultimately reach a state of static equilibrium
(i.e., a state in which all mother ship robots have stopped
moving).
Equation 5 can be used to map the virtual force onto a
velocity control vector. We can calculate the next position
by, for every time step △t, calculating:
1) Total Force Fi
(F −ν ẋ )
2) Velocity as ẋt+1 = ẋt + i m t △t
3) Position to xt+1 = xt + ẋt+1△t
Using these equations, each mother ship determines where to
move, iteratively, until it converges to the minimum potential
energy point.
In summary, these forces ensure that each mother ship
moves to a point where the maximum path loss between a
mother ship and every other client is minimized, while avoiding obstacles. However, the correctness and performance of
PFWD depends upon the choices of its parameters. The
algorithm is not guaranteed to converge for all choices of
parameters, for a given environment E. For example, a choice
of a high ν can cause the system to run out of energy
prematurely. Similarly, if the obstacle tangential force is not
strong enough, a mother ship may not be able to exit a
local optimum. Currently, PFWD users can overcome this
by using conservative parameters (low ν values or high
tangential forces) at the expense of convergence time. But
if the local optimum problem persists for a challenging
environment E, one approach is to apply complimentary
techniques. One such technique is the Harmonic Potential
Fields [5], which uses harmonic functions to build an artificial Potential Field free of local minima. Understanding
optimal parameter settings for a given environment E is left
to future work.
B. The Deployment Decision in PFWD
The second component of PFWD determines where the
mother ship will deploy robots. To do this, it uses an
algorithm that tests the following invariant for each mother
ship si : si always has a multi-hop path from itself through

already-deployed robots (possibly deployed by other mother
ships) to its “own” client ci , and that each hop in the path
can sustain a link rate of D. When si is at a position where
this invariant is violated, it backtracks to a previous position
where the invariant holds, and deploys the robot there. The
movement of each mother ship is guided by the forces
described above.
The pseudo-code for the algorithm is in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Deployment Algorithm
1: while (has energy to move) and (not all clients connected?) do
2:
if Is D Mbps connected with last deployed robot ? then
3:
Move using Potential Fields
4:
else
5:
Move one step back
6:
Deploy Robot
7:
update adjacency matrix of deployed robots
8:
end if
9: end while

To check whether the mother ship is connected to its client,
it needs to know the positions of all robots that have been
deployed until now, and each deployed robot’s neighbors.
For this, the algorithm maintains an adjacency matrix. It uses
a graph connectivity algorithm to determine if connectivity
exists between itself and the client. (In a practical system, the
mother ship can use a decentralized routing protocol [6] to
determine the existence of connectivity). When all the clients
converge to the minimum potential point, by construction
there will exist a multi-hop path between every pair of clients.
Rates
SNR

6
6.02

9
7.78

12
9.03

18
10.79

24
17.04

36
18.80

48
24.05

54
24.56

TABLE I
N ECESSARY SNR ( D B) FOR REQUIRED DATA RATE (M BPS )

To determine when a mother ship is “disconnected” from
its client, and also to ensure the link data rate constraint D,
PFWD relies on a feature of modern standard radios, which
can operate on different data rates. Wireless standards, such
as those for 802.11a, define the minimum SNR needed to
decode a transmission at a given rate. The table I [7], [8]
presents these SNR values. Given a mother ship’s location,
PFWD uses 1 to determine the SNR between itself and
its neighboring deployed robots. When the SNR to every
neighbor is below the minimum SNR required to maintain
the target rate D, the mother ship considers itself to be
disconnected, backtracks and deploys a robot. Thus, at each
step of PFWD, each robot is guaranteed to have at least one
link capable of operating at D Mbps.
In a practical deployment system, a mother ship can
directly measure the SNR and maintain the above guarantee.
Finally, our description of PFWD has implicitly assumed
that each mother ship initially has an infinite number of
robots. Thus, PFWD may deploy more robots than the user
may have at her disposal. To obtain a deployment requiring
no more than the number of available robots, the user can
try lower D values: a lower value of D generally results in
“longer” wireless links, and therefore fewer robots.
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In this section, we validate and evaluate PFWD using
analysis, simulation, and experimentation.
A. Validating the PFWD Tool
We have implemented the PFWD algorithm and outputs
robot positions pri . We illustrate the outputs of PFWD for
some canonical topologies (Figures 4(a)- 4(d)). In the figures,
the black dots represent the clients, the green dots (lighter)
the deployed robots and the red dots (gray) the mother ships.
The blue lines represent the trajectory of the mother ships,
and the green circles represent the communication range in
free space.

the clients shown. Figure 5(c) shows the TCP and UDP
throughputs obtained for the suggested configuration. In each
case, notice that each flow receives non-zero throughput: this
is encouraging, indicating that our radio model, together with
the data rate model and the potential fields approach work
well together to deliver a feasible network.
Minimum TCP Flow

Throughput (Mbps)

V. E VALUATION

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Min Min
Median Min
Max Min

3Clients 3Clients 4Clients 4Clients
54Mbps 36Mbps 54Mbps 36Mbps
Configurations

Fig. 6.
(a) 3 clients

(b) w/ walls
(c) 4 clients
Fig. 4. Simulation results

Minimum Throughput Flow for different configurations

(d) w/ hole

Figure 4(a) shows the result for three clients. Notice how
the mother ships converge on the centroid of the triangle,
and the robots are deployed at regular intervals along the
medians, as expected. Figure 4(b) shows the output when the
configuration is the same as figure 4(a) but with the addition
of a wall. Since a wall attenuates radio signals, robots are
deployed more frequently on the segment crossing the wall.
Figure 4(c) depicts the simulation output for four clients,
where the mother ships again converge at the centroid of
the figure. In this case, too, we can show the deployment
to be optimal. Finally, Figure 4(d) depicts the case where
there is an obstacle in the environment. We can see impact
of the force Fobstacles : the mother ships move counterclockwise around the periphery of the obstacle until the
viscous damping causes the system to lose energy and the
algorithm converges.
B. Validating the PFWD Algorithm
To validate PFWD experimentally, we employ the following methodology:
• We take an indoor office environment E and measure
the parameters for the AF model.
• We then feed E and several client configurations to the
PFWD tool.
• For each output from PFWD, we deploy robots at positions corresponding to the clients, and at the backbone
robot positions suggested by PFWD.
• We then measure TCP and UDP data throughput between each pair of clients.
Our platform consists of an iRobot Create. For sensing
and control, we developed a Create driver for Player [9].
Figure 5(a) shows the PFWD tool output for an environment with three clients, with a data rate constraint of 54
Mbps. PFWD suggests a backbone consisting of three robots
(Figure 5(b)) and we measure the traffic throughput between

We have conducted a more rigorous evaluation of PFWD.
For each of 3 and 4 clients, we computed the output of
PFWD for 3 different client locations and two different
data rate requirements (54 Mbps and 36 Mbps). In all,
this resulted in 12 different instances. For each instance,
we deployed the requisite number of robots at the suggested locations, then measured all possible end-to-end TCP
throughput between clients. For a given instance, we calculated the minimum TCP throughput among all pairwise TCP
measurements. Figure 6 shows the minimum pairwise TCP
throughput between the 4 sets, sorted by instance. We can
see that the minimum pairwise throughput is greater than
zero in every instance. Even with paths of 5 hops, we were
able to get a connected network (the 4Clients-54 set): this
is significant because TCP throughput is known to degrade
dramatically and often fail in multi-hop network paths.
Thus, we conclude that there is strong evidence to suggest
that PFWD can yield feasible network configurations in
indoor settings.
C. Comparing Against Alternative Approaches
Algorithm
PFWD
MST

7
10

9
12

11
14

13
14

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF NECESSARY NUMBER OF ROBOTS

To compare the number of deployed robots using an
alternative plausible strategy, we calculate the Minimum
Spanning Tree using the set of clients as nodes. Table II
compares the necessary number of robots to provide a connected topology for clients placed at the nodes on different
regular polygons. In each case, note that PFWD deploys
fewer robots.
We also compare the quality of PFWD’s solution against
a random placement strategy. We deploy the same number of
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robots as PFWD suggests, but randomly within the convex
hull. Figure 5(d) shows the minimum data rate link obtained
from 100 random deployments for the client configuration
shown in Figure 5(b). None of the 100 random deployments
is able to satisfy the minimum link rate requirement of 54
Mbps, while PFWD is able to find a feasible configuration.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
In [10], a similar problem is presented. Their work is
designed for an unknown environment so, unfortunately, the
proposed algorithm has no guarantees that the network will
be connected. We, on the other hand, take advantage of a
known global map to guarantee connectivity.
Our work is inspired by prior Potential Fields work on
area coverage. Howard et al. [11] present a distributed and
scalable approach to deploy robots. Each node is repelled
by both obstacles and by other nodes, thereby forcing the
network to spread itself throughout the environment. Poduri
et al. [12] extended the previous work to maximize the area
coverage with the additional constraint that each node has
at least K neighbors. In contrast to area coverage, PFWD
focuses on guaranteeing connectivity between clients.
Tekdas and Isler [13] presents a game theoretic approach:
the problem is modeled as a pursuit-evasion game, with the
goal of finding the shortest escape trajectory. Our problem
setting is qualitatively different, that of deploying a team of
robots to form a backbone for a collection of static clients.
Hsieh et al. [14] study a complementary problem to
ours, that of driving a team of robots to specific locations
along a parameterized curve while maintaining point-topoint communication links. Their approach receives as input
specific goal positions for each robot in the team; in PFWD,
the goal positions are the output of the system.
Finally, our problem bears superficial resemblance to the
facility location problem in operations research. Unfortunately, this formulation does not apply to our multi-hop
network, since we also need to consider the connectivity
between facilities (robots in our case).
VII. C ONCLUSION
We showed that a mobile wireless network can take
advantage of mobility from networked robots. We described
an algorithm based on virtual potential fields to deploy a
wireless backbone in a non-metric space. We verified that
the radio propagation model follows the log-distance path
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model in our testbed. We evaluated our system with physical
robots in an indoor environment and demonstrated that we
are able to get feasible solutions.
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